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Abstract
Shadow removal for videos is an important and challenging vision task. In this paper, we present a novel shadow removal
approach for videos captured by free moving cameras using illumination transfer optimization. We first detect the shadows of
the input video using interactive fast video matting. Then, based on the shadow detection results, we decompose the input video
into overlapped 2D patches, and find the coherent correspondences between the shadow and non-shadow patches via discrete
optimization technique built on the patch similarity metric. We finally remove the shadows of the input video sequences using
an optimized illumination transfer method, which reasonably recovers the illumination information of the shadow regions and
produces spatio-temporal shadow-free videos. We also process the shadow boundaries to make the transition between shadow
and non-shadow regions smooth. Compared with previous works, our method can handle videos captured by free moving
cameras and achieve better shadow removal results. We validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm via a variety of
experiments.
CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Collision detection; •Hardware → Sensors and actuators; PCB design and layout;

1. Introduction
Shadows play an important role in object shape perception, light
direction (position) estimation, virtual reality scene generation, and
etc. While in other vision tasks such as image/video segmentation,
object detection/recognition, intrinsic image/video decomposition,
shadows will degrade the performance of these algorithms due to
the difficulty for shadow detection and recognition. Shadow-less
images and videos can help to increase the performance of these vision algorithms. Moreover, the extracted shadows can be applied to
various image/video editing scenarios to produce vivid image/video
editing results. Many image and video shadow removal methods
have been proposed (see [GTB15, KBST16] for a survey). While
image shadow removal problems have been extensively studied,
shadow removal for videos captured by free moving cameras still
gains relatively less exploration.
Although several algorithms for video shadow removal have
been proposed in recent years [LHTW07, MBZ07, HHMG09,
Jun09, AMBG11, LHT12, XSXM13], efficient shadow removal for
videos is still a challenging challenge. First, many of the previous methods pay more attention on the moving shadow detection
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and removal for the videos captured by static cameras or surveillance cameras, while detecting and removing the shadows in the
videos captured by free cameras is more difficult. Traditional methods such as background subtraction or modeling usually fail to handle videos captured by free moving cameras, as they can not build
efficient background models. Second, the recovered shadow-free
videos should be spatio-temporally coherent. Simply applying existing image shadow removal methods to each frame does not work
due to the loss of temporal coherence. It is also important to carefully process the shadow boundaries to make the smooth transition
between the shadow and non-shadow regions. Finally, due to the
large amount of data in the videos, the algorithm should be fast and
computationally efficient.
In this paper, we present a new shadow removal system for
videos captured by free moving cameras using illumination transfer
optimization. Our algorithm consists of four main stages. We first
detect accurate shadows in the input video and compute the alpha
matting value for each pixel. Then, we decompose each frame in the
input video into overlapped patches according to the shadow detection result. After that, we find correspondences between shadow
and non-shadow patches using the illumination independent patch
similarity metrics, and apply a flow-based patch search strategy to
obtain coherent patch matching. Finally, we remove the shadows
in the video and recover the illumination and texture information
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in the shadow regions using illumination transfer optimization. We
also process the shadow boundaries to make the transition between
shadow and non-shadow regions smooth.
Our method can deal with videos captured by both static and
free moving cameras. We can efficiently remove the moving shadows as well as static shadows existing in the video. With the coherent patch matching and illumination transfer optimization, we get
spatio-temporal and shadow-free video results which outperform
the state-of-art methods. We conduct a variety of experiments to
validate the effectiveness of our method. Figure 1 is the overview
of the proposed algorithm. The inputs of our system are a video
with shadows, which is captured using a static or free moving camera, and some sparse user strokes specifying the shadow samples
and light samples in the video. These user strokes help to detect the
shadow regions in the video. By performing the proposed algorithm, the output is a shadow-free video which recovers the illumination in the shadow regions of the video.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are two-folds:
• Develop a novel coherent patch matching approach to find efficient correspondences between shadow and non-shadow regions
in the video.
• Present a new shadow removal system based on illumination
transfer optimization for videos captured by free moving cameras, which can produce spatio-temporally coherent and shadowfree video results.
2. Related work
Shadow removal for images and videos is an important research
topic in computer vision and computer graphics. Here, we first
review the image shadow removal methods proposed in the past
decades. As shadow removal consists of two basic stages: shadow
detection and shadow removal, we review the shadow detection and
shadow removal works for videos, respectively.
Image shadow removal: Shadow removal for single image has
been extensively studied for decades. For a comprehensive survey
of different kinds of image shadow removal algorithms, we refer the
reader to [AHO11,ZZX15] for a survey. Finlayson et al. [FHLD06]
proposed a shadow removal method based on the gradient domain
manipulation. This method depends on accurate shadow edges detection and may not produce satisfactory results due to the inaccurate shadow edges detection. Shor et al. [SL08] presented a method
for single image shadow removal utilizing illumination transfer approach, which was inspired by the color transfer theory [RAGS01].
However, this method can only handle the shadow regions with uniform texture. Xiao et al. [XSXM13] further improved [SL08] by
using adaptive multi-scale illumination transfer technique. Xiao et
al. [XXLL13] performed illumination transfer on the matched subregion pairs between the shadow regions and non-shadow regions.
But it fails to ensure smooth transition between subregions, which
may produce illumination inconsistent results between subregions. Recently, Zhang et al. [ZZX15] proposed a shadow removal
method using illumination recovering optimization method. Instead
of using illumination transfer methods such as [SL08, XSXM13, ZZX15], Guo et al. [GDH11] developed a region-based approach to
detect and remove shadows for single images. Xiao et al. [XTT14]

applied depth information provided by the depth sensor to remove
shadows in a single image. Khan et al. [KBST16] recently introduced an approach for single image shadow detection and removal
using convolutional deep neural networks and Bayesian formulation, which achieved impressive results for most cases.
Video shadow detection: To remove shadows in the input
videos, we have to detect the shadows first. Over the years, many
video shadow detection methods have been proposed. We refer the
readers to [PMTC03, SSL12, RZF16] for a comprehensive survey.
Jung et al. [Jun09] introduced an approach for shadow detection using background modeling and subtraction. They detected the shadows via a learned statistical model. However, when the illumination variation of the video is large, it is difficult to build efficient background model and thus fails to accurately detect the moving shadows in the input video. Besides, their method is limited to
the monochromatic video sequences in surveillance scenario. Many
model-based learning algorithms [LHTW07, MBZ07, HC09] have
been proposed for moving cast shadow detection. For example, Liu et al. [LHTW07] utilized Gaussian mixture model (GMM) for
shadow detection. As the paper pointed out, when the illumination
changes drastically the method may fail. Martel et al. [MBZ07] proposed a novel GMM-based method to detect moving cast shadows.
While they achieve good results, the method may fail when the assumptions in their paper do not hold. Huang et al. [HC09] proposed
GMM-based learning method for moving cast shadow detection using physics-based features. Benedek et al. [BS08] and Huerta et
al. [HHMG09] presented algorithms for video shadow detection,
which focused on surveillance videos.
Video shadow removal: Compared with shadow removal for single image, video shadow removal gains relatively less attention.
Current works usually focus on the surveillance videos captured
with static cameras. Liu et al. [LHTW07] removed shadow using
multi-level information including pixel-level, local region level and
global level information. However, they paid more attention on the
video shadow detection using GMM modeling-based methods and
removed cast shadow in the binary shadow detection mask image.
Similar to [LHTW07], Martel et al. [MBZ07] removed cast shadows in surveillance video applications. They used a pixel-based statistical approach to model moving cast shadows with uniform and
varying intensity. Huerta et al. [HHMG09] developed a gradient
and color models-based technique for detecting moving cast shadow in surveillance scenarios. Jung et al. [Jun09] removed shadows
for monochromatic video sequences based on the background subtraction techniques. Amato et al. [AMBG11] used the local color
constancy properties to detect and remove the moving shadows via luminance ratio between background image and current frame.
Liu et al. [LHT12] removed cast shadows in a hierarchical manner using Markov random fields (MRF). But, it needs to estimate a
lot of parameters and may fail when the supply of samples cannot
catch up with the changes of the shadow over time. Above video
shadow removal methods often use complex model and are limited to the static camera scenarios. Xiao et al. [XSXM13] extended
the adaptive multi-scale illumination transfer to video shadow removal. However, this method may not produce satisfactory results for videos with various texture types. In this paper, we present
a novel video shadow removal method which can process videos
c 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: System overview of the proposed algorithm. (a) The input video sequence. (b) Video shadow detection results. (c) Coherent patch
matching. We decompose the video into overlapped patches and find correspondent lit patches for each patch in the shadow regions. (d)
Video shadow removal results using illumination transfer optimization. (e) Shadow boundary processing, one frame of our video shadow
removal result before and after the shadow boundary processing, the right are the close-up for the red box.

captured by free moving cameras, and produce shadow-free videos
for the original RGB video.
3. Video shadow detection
Shadow detection is the first step in the shadow removal process for
both images and videos. Previous works [LHTW07,MBZ07,HC09]
tend to use complex statistical model-based approaches such as GMM to detect the moving cast shadows in the videos. However,
they are often limited to the static camera, i.e., surveillance scenario. They also do not work well on complex shadows. In this
paper, we aim to remove moving cast shadows in the videos captured by free moving cameras. We first detect the shadows in the
video. However, shadows existing in natural videos have different
kinds of forms and sometimes even people can not distinguish them
from dark textures. Hence, we incorporate user interactions in our
method to accurately detect shadows in the input video.
We resort to video matting for shadow detection. Many image
and video matting methods have been proposed. See [LCT13] for
a survey. In this section, we extend the algorithm of [LLW08] for
video shadow detection and compute the alpha value for each pixel in the video, and we find that this method works well for our
task. We formulate video shadow detection as a matting problem,
and consider shadow regions as foreground and lit regions as background. Specifically, we consider the input video as a video volume
and use the technique described in [WBC∗ 05] to interactively specify the shadow samples and lit samples in the video (Figure 2). We
use the interactive sparse strokes to construct the trimap for the input video. Green strokes represent the foreground and red strokes
stand for the background. Then we minimize the following energy
equation to get the shadow alpha values for the input video:
α = arg min αT La α + λ1 (αT − bTs )Ds (α − bs )+
n

λ2

∑ ∑

z pq (α p − αq )2

(1)

p=1 q∈θ p

where La is the Laplacian matrix of the closed form matting [22],
Ds is the diagonal matrix whose elements are one for the constrained pixels and zero for other pixels, bs is the vector containing specified alpha values for the constrained pixels and zero for all
other pixels, n is the number of pixels in the video, θ p is a 3D neighbor of pixel p and z pq = exp(−|| f p− fq ||2 ) measuring the similarity
c 2017 The Author(s)
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of pixel p and q, f p = (c p , v p ) is a 6-dimensional feature vector for
pixel p, and c p , v p are the 3D position and color values respectively
of pixel p. λ1 , λ2 are two parameters which control the contribution
of the above two terms. We use λ1 = 3, λ2 = 0.5 in our experiments.
Using the accelerated gradient descent algorithm to minimize Eq. 1, we can get the shadow alpha for the input video. We group
pixels with α > 0.9 into umbra shadow pixels, pixels with α < 0.1
into non-shadow pixels, and others into penumbra shadow pixels,
which are often the shadow boundaries. Considering the large data
of the input video, we accelerate the closed-form matting process
using the method described in [XLX∗ 14], which presents a unified
acceleration method for image and video matting using Gaussian
KD-tree data structure. After applying the closed-form matting to
the input video, due to noises and error accumulation we use morphological operations to refine the results. Figure 2 shows an example of our shadow detection result. By applying the interactive
video matting, we can get accurate shadow regions for the input
video.
4. Video shadow removal
With the shadow detection results, for an input video V (x, y,t), our
goal is to remove the shadows in it and produce a shadow-free video
V f ree (x, y,t). In the following sections, we detail our video shadow
removal algorithm. We first present a new formulation on the video
shadow removal. Then we introduce our coherent patch matching
strategy between the shadow patches and the non-shadow patches. Next, we introduce the shadow removal method based on the
illumination transfer optimization. Finally, we process the shadow
boundaries to get the final results.
4.1. Problem reformulation
Given an input video V with the detected shadow regions S as well
as non-shadow regions L, the goal of video shadow removal is to
remove the shadow in S in a visually plausible way by using the
patches from L as example. We treat the dynamic and static information of the video sequence as a space-time volume. In this
section, we formulate video shadow removal as a new global optimization problem defined over a 3D graph in the space-time volume of input video. We develop a discrete optimization problem
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The pairwise potential E pi p j (l pi , l p j ), which placing labels l pi , l p j
over neighbors pi , p j , measures how well these patches agree at the
overlap region. The pairwise potential makes neighboring patches
consistent with each other. The searched l pi , l p j should be coherent
as that of neighbors pi ,p j . In our experiments, we set gapx and
gapy half of the size of the patch size.
4.2. Coherent patch matching

Figure 2: Video shadow detection result. First row: two kinds of user interactions on the input video volume. Second row: two frames
from the input video. Third row: shadow detection results.

on the discrete Markov Random Field (MRF) to find the optimal
matching patches in the non-shadow regions for each patch in the
shadow regions.
To define a MRF on the space-time volume, we decompose the
input video sequence into overlapped 2D patches (Figure 1(c)) with
size of Pw × Ph . The length of the overlap between two patch in x
and y directions are gapx and gapy . Based on the video shadow
detection results in the previous section, the input video can be diNL
S
vided into shadow regions {si }N
i=1 and non-shadow regions {li }i=1 ,
where Ns and NL are the number of patches in the shadow and nonshadow regions, respectively. We assume a patch P in the shadow
region when more than 90% of its pixels are in the shadow region.
L
The labels Lb = {li }N
i=1 of the MRF consist of all the patches from
S
the non-shadow region L. The MRF nodes set Pset = {pi }N
i=1 are
patches locating in the shadow region S. The edges e = (pi , p j ) ∈ ε
(where pi and p j are the neighboring nodes) of the MRF make up
a 4-neighborhood patches centering on node pi , and the neighboring patches overlap with the patch pi . Our goal is to assign a label
li ∈ Lb to each node pi so that the total energy as follows will be
minimized:
NS

E ({l pi }) =

∑ E p (l p )+ ∑
i

i=1

i

E pi p j (l pi , l p j )

(2)

(pi ,p j )∈ε

where there are two potential in this equation: the node potential
E pi (l pi ) and the pairwise potential E pi p j (l pi , l p j ).
The node potential E pi (l pi ) for placing label l pi over node pi encodes how well that patch agrees with the source region around pi
by using the patch similarity metric. In this node potential, we consider the illumination-independent texture difference Dtexture and
spatial distance weight Dspatial between two patches. These terms
will be described in detail in following section.

To effectively minimize the energy function Eq. 2, we have to address the following questions. The first one is to exploit an illumination invariant image descriptor, which is used to find a corresponding patch in non-shadow region for each patch in the shadow
region. The second is that the matched patch pairs should be coherent for the neighboring patches in the shadow region. The third
one is that we should incorporate the object motion flow in patch
matching. For one object, if part of the object is in the shadow, and
other part in the non-shadow, patch matching should incorporate
the motion flow, which will help to find the optimal patch. The final one is patch matching acceleration. For videos with large data,
we need to find the nearest patch in high speed.
4.2.1. Patch similarity metric
For each patch P in the shadow region of the input video, we aim to
find the corresponding lit patch Q in the non-shadow region based
on the patch similarity metrics. We first define the patch similarity
based on the following metric.
LBP operator: To get accurate correspondence between shadow
and non-shadow patches, the patch texture similarity metric should
be illumination independent. Inspired by [NCL13], which proposes an illumination invariant image descriptor for image matching,
we use the improved LBP image descriptor for patch texture similarity measuring. Specifically, as described in [NCL13], we first
process the video using LOG operator, and apply the LBP operation to compute the final descriptor. Instead of applying LBP operator [OPH96] on each color component directly, we perform LBP
operation on the color differences in each color channel. We define
the texture similarity between two patches as follows:
Dt (P, Q) = exp(−Dtexture (P, Q)/δt 2 )

(3)

where Dtexture (P, Q) is the sum of square differences of the LBP
values between patch P and Q, and δt is the patch size.
Spatial distance: In the patch matching, spatial distance is important. The near patch should have large weight in the patch
matching. We incorporate spatial information by introducing a spatial weighting term to increase the effects of closer regions and
decrease the spatial difference of farther regions. Specifically, we
define the spatial difference between two patches P and Q as:
Ds (P, Q) = exp(−Dspatial (P, Q)/σ2s )

(4)

where Dspatial is the spatial distance between patch P and Q, and
σs controls the strength of spatial weighting. Smaller values of σs
increase the effect of spatial weighting and farther regions would
contribute more to the importance of the current region. The spatial
distance between two patches is defined as the Euclidean distance
between their centroids. In our implementation, we use σ2s = 0.4
with pixel coordinates normalized to [0, 1].
c 2017 The Author(s)
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With above patch similarity metrics, the similarity between two
patches P and Q is defined as:
D(P, Q) = Dt (P, Q) + λ3 Ds (P, Q)

(5)

where λ3 is the balance weight, we set λ3 = 0.5 in our experiments.
With the patch similarity term D(P, Q), for each patch P in the shadow regions, to find a matching patch Q in the non-shadow regions,
we define the node potential E pi (l pi ) as:
E pi (l pi ) = D(P, Q)

(6)

Using the above patch similarity metric, for each patch in the
shadow regions, we can find the corresponding lit patches via nearest patch searching. However, in order to receive consistent patch
matching and shadow removal results, the corresponding lit patches for the neighboring shadow patches should be as consistent with
each other. Thus we define the pairwise potential E pi p j (l pi , l p j ),
which places patches l pi , l p j over neighboring patches pi , p j , to
measure how well these patches agree at the overlap region. We
define the pairwise potential as follows:
E pi p j (l pi , l p j ) =

∑ {[Vl
p∈Ω

pi

(p) −Vl p j (p)]2 +
(7)

[Gl pi (p) − Gl p j (p)]2 }
where Ω is the overlap region of neighboring patches pi , p j , and
Vl pi (p), Gl pi (p) are the color and color gradient of the searched lit
patches l pi for patch pi in pixel p.
By minimizing Eq. 2, for each patch in the shadow regions, we
can find its coherent corresponding matched lit patch in lit regions.
We use graph cuts [BVZ01] to optimize Eq. 2.
4.2.2. Flow-guided patch search
Due to the large amount of data in the video, to efficiently find the
correspondences between shadow and lit patches, we extend the
generated PatchMatch [BSGF10] to the 3D video case, and use the
flow-guided PatchMatch to search the corresponding lit patches for
each shadow patch in the video. Specifically, we first compute the
forward/backward flow fields U,V for the input video. We use the
method proposed in [LFAW08] to compute the optical flow. We
initialize the labels for each node in the MRF via random sampling
and then update the correspondences between shadow and lit patches by alternating between random search and spatial and temporal
propagation.
Random search: In this step, we generate random label sequences via uniform distribution. We update the current labels of
the MRF if the any of the generated label achieves a lower cost
(Eq. 2).
Spatial and temporal propagation: We propagate wellmatched shadow and lit patch pairs spatially and temporally. The
spatial propagation is the same as original PatchMatch algorithm.
We assume the corresponding lit patch for shadow patch Pi (x, y)
is Qi (x, y), where (x, y) is the coordinates of its centroid. The up
and left patch of Pi are Pj (x − 1, y), Pk (x, y − 1), and their matched
lit patches are Q j (x, y), Qk (x, y). We update the matched lit patch
for Pi to be the arg min{D(Pi (x, y), Qi (x, y)), D(Pi (x, y), Q j (x +
1, y)), D(Pi (x, y), Qk (x, y + 1))}, as illustrated in Figure 3(a).
c 2017 The Author(s)
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(a) Spatial propagation.

(b) Temporal propagation.

Figure 3: Spatial and temporal propagation. We extend the generalized PatchMatch [BSGF10] to the video scenario, and use flowguided patch search to find the correspondence between the shadow
and lit patches.

We use the forward/backward flow field as guidance to propagate well-matched pairs temporally. Specifically, we propagate along the backward flow fields as follows: assume the corresponding
patch in previous frame for patch Pi along the backward flow is Pi 0 ,
Pi 0 = Pi + v(Pi ). The matched lit patch for Pi 0 is Qi 0 , and the corresponding patch in next frame for patch Qi 0 along the forward flow
is Q j 0 , Q j 0 = Qi 0 + u(Qi 0 ). The updated new matched lit patch for
Pi is arg min{D(Pi , Qi ), D(Pi , Q j 0 )}, as illustrated in Figure 3(b).
Using the above patch search technique, for each patch in the
shadow region, we can find its corresponding patch in lit region
which makes Eq. 2 minimized. Besides, using the random PatchMatch algorithm we can accelerate the patch matching procedure.
4.3. Shadow removal
After finding the nearest patch in the lit regions for each patch in
the shadow regions using the above coherent patch matching strategy, we remove the shadow in the video using illumination transfer optimization. We first conduct local illumination transfer operation on each matched shadow and lit patch pair, and then we apply
the global shadow removal to get spatio-temporally coherent shadow removal results. For videos whose texture information degrades
heavily in the shadow regions or have heavy noises, we further apply multi-scale shadow removal technique to get better results.
4.3.1. Local illumination transfer
Several illumination transfer based methods have been proposed
for image shadow removal such as [SL08, XSXM13], which are
derived from the color transfer method [RAGS01]. Basically, they
have the following formulation:
Iklit = αk + γIkshadow
γ=

σ(L)
σ(S)

αk = µk (L) − γµk (S)

(8)
(9)
(10)

where αk (k ∈ {R, G, B}) is the response of the camera to the reflected direct illumination in three color channels, and γ is the inverse
of the ambient attenuation factor. Iklit and Ikshadow represent the pixel values in the non-shadow and shadow regions, respectively, µ(S)
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and µ(L) are the mean colors of the pixels in shadow regions and
lit regions respectively, σ(S) and σ(L) are the standard deviation of
their luminance.
Recently, Zhang et al. [ZZX15] present a new local illumination
recovering operator which takes the ratio of direct light and ambient
light into consideration. They have the following formulation:
I f ree (p) =

r=

r+1
I(p)
αpr + 1

I(p) − I(p)0
α p I(p)0 − I(p)

After finding out the correspondences between shadow and lit
patches using the coherent patch matching technique (section 4.2),
we can remove the shadow of each shadowed patch using the illumination transfer operator (section 4.3.1). However, the results are
not consistent if only applying the local illumination transfer operation for each shadow patch. In this section, we propose the global
shadow removal approach to get a spatio-temporally coherent shadow free video.
Based on the overlapped patch decomposition of the input video
and the correspondences between shadow and lit patches, we first
compute the spatially coherent shadow free video result V f _spatial .
More specially, we propose an importance-weighted averaging
method to restore shadow free value for pixels in the overlapped
regions. Let NS (p) be the patches containing pixel p, NL (p) be
the corresponding nearest patch set of NS (p) in the lit regions. Let
ωi = dist(i, j) be the similarity distance between Si ∈ NS (p) and its
corresponding patch L j ∈ NL (p), which has been computed in the
f ree
coherent patch matching procedure. Let Vp
be the shadow free
result of pixel p by performing local illumination transfer operation
between patch Si and patch L j . The final shadow free value of pixel
f ree
p is computed as weighted average of shadow free value Vp
of
corresponding pixels in the patches that covering the pixel p:

∑

Si ∈Ns (p)

(d)

Figure 4: Global shadow removal. (a) One frame of the input video
sequence, (b) shadow removal result using local illumination transfer, (c) global shadow removal result without boundary processing,
(d) global shadow removal with shadow boundary processing.

tion to make the shadow removed video temporally coherent:

4.3.2. Global shadow removal

=

(c)

(12)

Based on the above discussion, for each matched pair: shadow
patch P and lit patch Q, we remove the shadow of P using the above
illumination transfer operator, which can efficiently recover the illumination for each patch in shadow regions.

f ree

(b)

(11)

where α p is the value for the shadow alpha at pixel p in the current
frame, which is computed in video shadow detection step, and I(p)0
is the initial shadow free value of pixel p computed using Eq (8).

Vp

(a)

f ree

VSi

(p)ωi / ∑ ωi

(13)

i

Using above technique, we can receive spatially smooth shadow
free results in the shadow interior. As we compute the shadow free
value of the overlapped pixels using the weighted average, the blurring artifacts on the overlapped regions can be avoided or greatly
alleviated. However, it is important to keep the shadow removed
video temporally coherent. Let V f be the final shadow free result
for the input video. We then minimize the following energy func-

E(V f ) =

∑ {φ([V f (p) −V f _spatial (p + u(p)]2 ))+

p∈S

(14)
φ([V f (p) −V f _spatial (p + v(p)]2 ))}

where S denotes the shadow region, u(p) and v(p)
√ are the forward/backward flow vector for pixel p, φ(x) = x2 + ε. Using
the optical flow as guidance, we minimize Eq. 14 to get spatiotemporally coherent shadow free video result with the help of the
accelerated gradient descent algorithm. Figure 4(c) shows our global shadow removal result. Compared with shadow removal using local illumination transfer (Figure 4(b)), the shadow removed result
after applying global shadow removal is smoother in the shadow
removed region.
4.3.3. Multi-scale shadow removal
For most cases, it is sufficient to get satisfactory shadow-free videos
after applying the global shadow removal. However, for videos with
heavy noises, we may not get the desired results if we remove the
shadow in single scale. Thus, we decompose the input video into
multi-scale detail levels and further apply the multi-scale shadow
removal process for these video scenarios.
Let V be the input video. We first use an edge-preserving filter [TM98] to get M filtered coarse versions of V : {V j }M
j=1 . Then
M
we can get M detailed levels of the input video: {D j } j=1 , where
D j = V j − V j−1 , V0 is the input video. For each smooth level V j ,
we use the illumination transfer optimization method introduced in
the previous section to get the shadow free result V j s f . The final
shadow free video is defined as the weighted average of {V j s f }M
j=1 .
Vsf =

M

M

i=1

j=1

∑ (ω jV j s f + D j )/ ∑ ω j

(15)

where ω j is the weight of V j s f at scale j with the following definic 2017 The Author(s)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Multi-scale shadow removal. (a) One frame of the input
video, (b) global shadow removal result with one single level, (c)
multi-scale shadow removal result.

tion:
1

ω j = gσ ∗ ( je− n ∑ |V j | )

(16)

where n is the number of pixels in the video, gσ is the Gaussian kernel which is used to locally smooth the weight. Using this weight
approach, the coarse levels will achieve large weight because the
noises are smoothed out and the prominent edges are persevered.
Using above multi-scale shadow removal strategy, compared
with the single scale method, the illumination and texture detail
information is enhanced in the shadow regions of the input video,
as illustrated in Figure 5. Note that we apply the multi-scale shadow removal only for those videos which have heavy noises or the
texture details are greatly lost in the shadow regions. For most input
video scenarios, we can produce good shadow removal results with
only one single scale.
4.4. Shadow boundary processing
The illumination conditions in shadow boundaries usually change
dramatically. Due to the loss of illumination and texture information, artifacts often exist in the shadow boundaries after applying
the shadow removal process, as illustrated in Figure 6(b). To eliminate such artifacts and get smooth transition between the shadowremoved and lit regions, we have to process the shadow boundaries.
The shadow boundaries can be automatically specified based on the
video shadow detection results in previous section. Then, we dilate the shadow boundaries to get an narrow band regions (Figure
6(c)). We use the video completion method proposed in [WSI04]
to complete the narrowband regions, which explores the neighboring information between the boundaries to recover the illumination
and texture information of the shadow boundaries. Figure 6 (d) is
the result after shadow boundary processing. The shadow removed
result shows smooth transition on the boundaries after applying the
shadow boundary processing step.
5. Results and discussion
We implement our method using C++ on a desktop PC with Intel
Core i5 3.2GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. The running time of our
method depends on the video size as well as the size of the shadow
regions in the video.
Figure 7 shows a video with the size of 640× 480× 48, which
is captured by a free moving camera. In this video, the shadowed
regions contain several kinds of textures or materials (grassland
c 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 6: Shadow boundary processing. Top left: One frame of
the video. Top right: global shadow removal result without shadow
boundary processing. Bottom left: the detected shadow boundary.
Bottom right: shadow removal result after boundary processing.

and pavement), handling each kind of shadow texture region using corresponding lit region is a better choice. In this case, global
uniform shadow removal method [XSXM13] without considering
the material and texture variation does not produce satisfactory results. In [ZZX15], to perform similar patch matching, Zhang et al.
applied region covariance descriptor for feature description. Compared with [ZZX15], our flow guided patch search achieves better
coherent patches. Furthermore, using the proposed shadow removal
techniques, our method works better to recover the texture details
in the shadow regions. In this Figure, we show our video shadow
removal results and compare with Xiao et al. [XSXM13] and Zhang
et al. [ZZX15]. We can see that using our method, the illumination
and texture information in the shadow regions is better recovered,
and the illumination and texture information transits smoothly between the interior and external of the shadow boundary. Note that,
in this example, we only apply one single level shadow removal
strategy.
In Figure 11, we show a video with the size of 640×360×55 that
is captured by a free moving camera. The video contains several
kinds of textures, and there are several thick shadows in the video.
In this Figure, we also compare our shadow removal results with
Xiao et al. [XSXM13] and Zhang et al. [ZZX15]. We can observe
that our method achieves better results than both these methods,
and the texture details are better recovered and the results are more
natural. Note that, in this example, we apply the multi-scale shadow
removal strategy.
Figure 8 shows another experiment result. The video is captured
by a free moving camera and with the size of 640×480×50. Different kinds of textures exist in the shadow regions of the input video.
Using the proposed video shadow removal method, we achieve reasonable results as illustrated in Figure 8.
In Figure 9, 10, 12, we show three more experiment results. We
remove the moving shadow in Figure 9 and recover the reasonable
texture and illumination details under the shadow region. In Figure
10, the video is captured by a static camera. We remove both the
static and moving shadows in the scene. Figure 12 shows a video
captured by a free moving camera, we remove the thick shadows
cast by a walking dog, and the texture detail is effectively recovered.
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Figure 7: Video shadow removal results compared with [XSXM13] and [ZZX15]. First column: Three frames from the input video sequences.
Second column: shadow removal results of [XSXM13]. Third column: shadow removal results of [ZZX15]. Fourth column: our shadow
removal results.

Table 1: Quantitative comparisons with [XSXM13] and [ZZX15].
Methods
[XSXM13]
[ZZX15]
Our method

Video result
in Figure 7
61.56
73.66
91.41

Video result
in Figure 11
52.61
84.02
93.47

Video result
in Figure 10
–
–
93.47

Video result
in Figure 12
–
–
85.29

Figure 8: Video shadow removal result. First row: Two frames from
the input video. Second row: Our shadow removal results.

To obtain a quantitative analysis to evaluate the shadow removal
quality for our method and some other methods [XSXM13], [ZZX15], we invite 100 volunteers to score four group shadow-free
video results. The volunteers evaluate the shadow-free videos on
the consistence of recovered illumination and details between shadow regions and non-shadow regions. The perfect score is 100. Table
1 is the mean score of the volunteers’ scores for each result. The scores in the table show that our method can produce high-quality
shadow-free result.
Color transfer Color and tone transfer is a popular topic in computer graphics. Our video illumination transfer operator can also
work on color transfer. Given the sample video, we can transfer its
color to the target video. More specially, to transfer the color information of the sample video to the target video, we apply our illumi-

Figure 9: Video shadow removal result. First row: two frames from
the input video. Second row: our shadow removal results.

nation recovering operator on these areas. The color transfer result
for the target result can be written as: Vxedit = (r + 1)Vx /(αx + 1),
where Vx is the color values of the target video. Figure 13 shows
the video color transfer results.
Limitation Although our algorithm can achieve visually pleasing shadow-free results for most input video sequences, it still has
some limitations. The first one is that for some extremely complex shadow scenes, we need some user interactions to detect the
shadow regions.The second is the time complexity of the proposed
algorithm. Even with the current acceleration techniques, for large
size of videos, such as the one 1280×720×150, it takes more than
c 2017 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: Video shadow removal results compared with [XSXM13] and [ZZX15]. First column: Three frames from the input video sequence.
Second column: shadow removal results of [XSXM13]. Third column: shadow removal results of [ZZX15]. Fourth column: our shadow
removal results.

Figure 10: Video shadow removal result. First row: two frames
from the input video. Second row: our shadow removal results.

Figure 12: Video shadow removal result. First row: two frames
from the input video. Second row: our shadow removal results.

Figure 13: Video color transfer. First row: three frames in the target video. Second row: the respective frames in the sample video.
Third row: color transfer results. We transfer the color in the red
box of the sample video to the target video.

30 minutes to get the shadow-free video. More sophisticated acceleration method needs to be developed for real time video editing
applications. Finally, although our method can effectively recover
the illumination of the interior shadow regions, while around the
shadow boundaries, our method does not work well. As have been
stated in [ZZX15], some of the detail information is lost at shadow
boundaries due to the dramatic changes of illumination on shadow
boundaries. As shown in Figure 7 and Figure 11, all the results,
including those of our method, the methods of [XSXM13] and [ZZX15], are not convincing enough at the shadow boundaries.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a novel video shadow removal
approach based on illumination transfer optimization. We aim to
remove the shadows in videos captured by free moving cameras,

c 2017 The Author(s)
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which is much more general than previous works. By developing
a novel coherent patch matching strategy to find efficient correspondences between shadow and non-shadow regions, and applying multi-scale illumination transfer optimization, our system produces spatio-temporally coherent shadow-free video results. Various experiments validate the effectiveness of proposed approach.
In the future, we would develop an automatic method for video
shadow detection instead of the current interactive way. Furthermore, due to the limitation of running time of our algorithm, we
will further accelerate the shadow removal process using hardware
such as GPU to achieve real time performance. Finally, we will extend our method to video illumination editing.
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